U-46 Curriculum Cycle
Procedures/Processes
June 10, 2014

Planning for the Curriculum Committee- Pre-Stage 1
The curriculum cycle is made up of six stages. Planning begins with the content area
coordinator or director. Preparation for curriculum development is done before the first stage is
begun. Because professional development is so important to the success of the process,
decisions about how and when this will take place along with participants are determined before
the work begins.
Planning includes:

Updating the Superintendent, the Curriculum and Instruction coordinators and
directors (C&I), and the Citizens’ Advisory Council (through curriculum liaison) on
curriculum plan as appropriate.

Meeting with Director of Curriculum and Instruction to determine budget for
curriculum development.

Determining person(s) to facilitate process with committees, meeting with them and
developing an overall plan from curriculum development through implementation.

Specific planning of professional development for those selected to serve on the
writing committees. This should include a review of current research, best practices,
Common Core Standards, Content Area State Standards, curriculum design, and
College/Workplace Readiness Standards.

Stage 1
Convene a writing committee
The coordinator or director convenes a writing committee when planning is completed and
necessary personnel and professional development are in place. Information on committee work
should be shared among the Teaching & Learning staff to keep everyone informed of what is
taking place in curriculum preK-12. This keeps the focus on the “big picture” as well as providing
mutual support and opportunities for interactions between content areas.
When the committee development process begins, it is important that those volunteering to
serve clearly understand the purpose of the committee and time commitment they are making.
A “Call to Committee” form is filled out by the coordinator/director and publicized by posting the
form online, sending to principals and divisionals to share with staff, and by email. (Appendix A)
This process opens the committee to all interested district educators and ensures they have the
necessary information before applying.
Representation should be considered carefully as the committee is developed. All schools that
will be using the curriculum should have the opportunity for representation, along with special
education, ELL and gifted to ensure a broad perspective. Applications are reviewed and
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subgroups are formed based on predetermined criteria for committee make-up (Appendix B example of a completed Call to Committee form).

In the event several qualified candidates apply to fill the same position, the following
criteria is considered:
o School location (to ensure district-wide representation)
o Experience on district committees and current commitments
o Leadership qualities
o Communication skills to share information
o NBCT or advanced degree in specific content area
o Principal/divisional recommendation
Each subcommittee covers a specific course(s) or grade level(s). During the writing process
they will participate in the professional development that was put in place in the planning stage.
Their task is to evaluate the current curriculum identifying strengths and weaknesses, and
determine “essential skills/concepts” or topics that must be covered in a specific course. Their
work is based on current research, standards, student data, teacher feedback, additional
relevant materials and teacher/principal expertise. The number of committees meeting and the
timeline for their work will be determined by the coordinator. Committees may be staggered
through the school year or may meet at the same time. The design will depend on the
coordinator’s discretion.
The steering committee oversees the curriculum process. This committee is comprised of
member(s) from each subcommittee with other membership determined by the
coordinator/director. Their role is to ensure alignment, articulation, and a common language
across the courses and grade levels.
The subcommittee structure makes it possible for more than one course to be addressed at a
time. For example:
 Secondary level– secondary math curriculum writing process has four subcommittees
(Appendix C)
 Pre-Algebra 1 and 2
 Algebra 1-2 and Algebra 3-4
 Geometry
 Pre-Calculus and Finite


Elementary – the subcommittees may be divided by grade level, addressing the same
subject but focusing on their grade level. (Appendix D)

Development
Using common U-46 template components as the basis of their work, the committee develops a
curriculum that is aligned along grade levels and articulated across content areas. The common
template components ensures each curriculum developed follows a similar format, contains the
same components, and is designed to meet the needs of U-46 educators and their students in
each content area.
The main components will remain the same but the format may be modified and additional
components may be added by the committee as they determine how to best meet their needs.
Aligned standards, essential skills, pacing guide, vocabulary (content and essential vocabulary),
teacher resources, assessments and student activities are built into the curriculum when it is
completed. Each template will also contain an umbrella statement discussing essential
understandings and questions to shape the development of the curriculum.
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At the elementary level, however, all templates will remain the same to ensure continuity in the
way curriculum is presented. This is because elementary teachers are responsible for most
content areas and multiple template formats would make their work more difficult. (Appendix E
– elementary template and Appendix F – samples from other content areas)
Instructional Council
Instructional Council Presentation

The coordinator/director meets with the Instructional Council Steering Committee
early in the process to introduce the plan for the curriculum development.
An informational presentation to Instructional Council at the beginning of the process will ensure
they are informed of what is being planned. They will then be able to provide input and
suggestions as the curriculum evolves.
Superintendent
The Superintendent is informed at the beginning of the process.

Budget
A meeting will be held with Financial Services to establish budget parameters for the curriculum
needs. While the exact resources/materials to be selected have not yet been determined, the
coordinator will have reviewed what is available and have cost estimates. Estimates can be
used to earmark funding allocations for materials and resources. The committee will then be
able to work within realistic parameters. Business Services will negotiate cost with vendors and
ensure materials ordered and delivered in a timely way. (Appendix G) This meeting should
occur by February to meet budgeting timelines.
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Stage 2
Assessment Development
Committee representation from every school and special program is convened to develop a
common assessment based on standards and aligned with the curriculum. At the elementary
level it may not be possible to have every school represented on the committee, but a plan
should be in place to allow feedback from every school. It is preferable to have those involved in
writing the curriculum participate in the assessment process, if possible. They have had the
professional development and already have a clear understanding of the curriculum.
Because of the variety of courses offered, the type of assessment that is appropriate for the
content area will be determined by the committee. Those involved in determining what should
be taught in the curriculum have the clearest idea of what should be assessed. Assessment will
vary, for example, math will vary from the assessment required for language arts but in both
cases should align with what was determined to be essential for students to know and Common
Core assessments when appropriate.
Resource Selection (text books, technology, infrastructure capability, equipment
pertinent to subject area, etc.)
“Developing a curriculum before selecting materials will ensure that communicative goals and
objectives drive instruction. The curriculum will serve as a standard by which to judge the
appropriateness of resources.” (New Jersey Department of Education) When educators know
what the curriculum involves, and it is aligned with district goals they can confidently select
materials that will support their work.
Committee of teachers (the curriculum committee if possible), along with IS liaison, will go
through the process to select new materials.

Providers are researched. (Compatible with U-46 curriculum? Spanish/English
language resources available? Last revision? etc.) Assistant Buyer for Textbooks is
brought in to help inform the process by sharing information on vendors and cost. The
Assistant Buyer is also the point person on negotiating with vendors.

A needs assessment survey is recommended to provide all staff the opportunity to
identify criteria for resource selection. (Appendix H) This survey provides the basis
for the development of a selection rubric to evaluate potential instructional resources
and technology. (Appendix I)

Materials/resources are collected from selected providers

Committee members review materials to determine what best aligns with new
curriculum, best meets students’ needs, and present the choices for instructional staff
to review. This process can be done in a number of ways. For example:
o Teachers review material at their schools with the committee representative.
o Teachers review material at a “hub” school in their area.
o Teachers respond through a survey, directly to their representative, or the
committee.

For technology and electronic resources a Proof of Concept is required.
o The IS Liaison helps determine the technology and infrastructure necessary.
o Proof of Concept is developed for the materials selected to ensure compatibility
in the U-46 environment as promised by vendor and that materials are not cost
prohibitive. If the resources being used have been tested in previous curriculum
revisions the Proof of Concept is not necessary. (Appendix J)
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Selected instructional materials and technology are presented to Instructional Council
as part of the completed Instructional Council Proposal (the Superintendent is updated
throughout the process).

A professional development plan should be developed that considers how staff will engage in
PD after the new curriculum/ resources have been approved at all levels.
Considerations when developing a professional development plan are:

Who will be the provider/facilitator

Who is the audience

What is the budget

What is the timeline for implementation
Professional development should provide the instructional staff with the necessary resources
and repertoire of strategies as they begin the implementation process. This will promote a
strong understanding of the content, teaching strategies, etc. allowing staff to differentiate their
instruction and implement successful interventions.
In order to implement a new curriculum with integrity, professional development must be
provided for instructional staff. This assures a common language and understanding of content
and expectations across the district. Principals/divisionals attend professional development
sessions so they understand curricular expectations and can guide their work with teachers.
Stage one may flow over into the time allotted for stage two. These two stages are closely
related and may be thought of as being implemented over a two year timeframe with
assessment or material selection coinciding with curriculum development depending on the
process the committees are following.
Proposal
In most cases a finalized instructional council proposal is developed at this time. One month
before the proposal is brought to the Instructional Council; the proposal must be reviewed at
Cabinet to allow for all Cabinet members to give feedback. The proposal is then submitted to
the Instructional Council Steering committee. The steering committee reviews the proposal and
if approved places it on the Instructional Council agenda. In an advisory capacity the
Instructional Council votes to approve the proposal, it is this forwarded to the superintendent. If
the proposal is approved by the superintendent it is this placed on the agenda for the BOE. It is
only after the finalized proposal has been approved by the BOE that a curriculum/pilot/resource
adoption can move into stage 3.
Board of Education Approval
A presentation is given to the Board of Education before they approve the curriculum.
Dissemination
Email and online resources are used to electronically disseminate the curriculum to all
educators. This provides all staff with access to the information at the same time. A common
site, (Curriculum Center – www.u-46.org/curriculum ) houses all district curriculums making it
easier for instructional staff to access information and resources either at school or from home
for all content areas.
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In addition to sharing all documents electronically, curriculum developed by the committee is
shared with principals and with all grade level or content area teachers.
This can be done in several ways:
 If all schools are represented, committee members meet with the teachers at their
school and share the new curriculum.
 Presentations or forums can be held at “hub” schools with educators from area schools
invited to attend.
In order to prepare for implementation, the professional development plan developed as part of
Stage 2 is implemented.


Materials purchase process:
o Coordinator partners with Assistant Buyer to process orders for non-technology
based curriculum materials.
o Completion of the Technology Needs Chart for timeline/tracking by the
coordinator with the budget number, coordinator, department, project, location for
installation and contact person in each school.
o IS will use the chart to keep the coordinator advised on when materials are
ordered, arrive and installed at each site.
o Chart will be located online in a shared drive.
o Process will be an efficient way to keep everyone accountable and ensure
materials are ready for the teachers. (Appendix K)

Stage 3
Implementation of Curriculum and Assessment

Implement and Monitor curriculum to ensure if it is being implemented with integrity and
measure impact on student learning. This can be done through:
 Reviewing student data.
 Informal/formal walk-throughs.
 Formative and summative assessments.
Monitor common assessment to ensure it provides necessary information on what is being
taught and what students are learning.

Review student data to see if there are areas that need to be addressed. If there is a
question that is missed by a number of students find out why. Is it the question? Does
the teacher need more support in teaching the concept? Do students need more
background information or other activity to successfully learn?

Make necessary changes to assessment.
Continued support is provided for instructional staff (professional development) throughout the
year to help them transition to the new curriculum and provide successful instruction for a
diverse student population). Ongoing professional development will be designed to meet a
variety of needs and address concerns that develop.
The content monitoring process is a shared responsibility between the director/coordinator and
the building administrator. It is important for the building administrator monitoring the curriculum
to have participated in professional development regarding the new curriculum. Monitoring
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cannot be done if those involved do not have a clear understanding of what is to be taught. In
many cases those best equipped to monitor the curriculum are the building administrators. They
are in classrooms more frequently than anyone else and should have a basic understanding of
what teachers are expected to teach in each content area.
The content area director/coordinator should also visit schools and classrooms to determine the
progress of curriculum implementation. Based on need, instructional staff continues to receive
support on the use of new resources, frameworks, and initiatives to maximize benefits.
Feedback on the new curriculum should be collected by the director/coordinator and reviewed.

Stage 4
Full implementation and evaluation
Monitor curriculum and resources.
 Review student data. Are students successfully learning?
 Does the curriculum need to be changed in any way to improve instruction?

Stage 5
Sustain
Continue to monitor the curriculum to determine if it is still meeting the needs of students.

Stage 6
Review, Evaluate, and prepare to Revise (Planning part of Stage 1)
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Appendix A
Call to Committee Form
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Appendix A
NOTIFICATION OF DISTRICT U-46 COMMITTEE
CALL TO COMMITTEE ACTION
Name of Committee

Date:
To:
From:
School District U-46 is seeking certified or licensed staff members to form a committee that will
________________________________________________________
This committee also aligns with the District Improvement Plan in the following areas:
 _________________
 _________________
Committee Purpose:
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________
Expected Outcomes:
The committee will have the following outcomes:
 _______________________
 _______________________
 _______________________
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Composition:
Committee members will be expected to share the committee’s work with their respective work
groups and provide the committee with their feedback. Members from each of the groups listed
below will be selected.








_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________
_____________________________

Duration:
The committee is expected to meet on the following dates for the 20__-__ school year.
Meeting dates, time, and place:

Additional Information:

Interest Form:
Please fill out the Participant Interest Form. This may be done electronically via the form
attached to this notice and emailed to__________________________. The deadline will be
___________________.
Committee members will be notified by ________________. The final posting of the committee
members will be listed on the district website.
If applicants have further questions, they may contact ____________________________.
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Committee Participation Interest Form
Thank you for your willingness to participate on a U-46 district-wide committee. To help ensure
the most effective and representative committee composition (see page 2 of Call to Committee
form), we ask that you complete the following application and submit it to the individuals named
on the Committee Notification by the requested due date.
Committee Name:___________________________ Application Date:______________
Name:__________________________________________________________________
Current assignment:____________________________________ Years with U-46:____
Prior assignment(s), if any:____________________________ Years of experience:____
Please share any training, academic preparation or work experience you have that will support
the work of the committee.

Please share any additional information that you believe would be helpful in securing a position
on the committee.
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Appendix B
Sample of Completed
Call to Committee Form
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Appendix B
NOTIFICATION OF DISTRICT U-46 COMMITTEE
CALL TO COMMITTEE ACTION
GRADES 7-12 MATH CURRICULUM WRITING COMMITTEE
Date:

November 17, 2009

To:

District Certified and Licensed Staff Members

From:

Jennifer McDonnell, Math and Science Coordinator

School District U-46 is seeking certified or licensed staff members to form a committee that will
lead the District’s 7-12 math curriculum writing process.
This committee aligns with the District Improvement Plan in the following areas:
 Develop a curriculum cycle.
 Develop and implement a curriculum of core courses in Grades 7-12.
 Increase access for students to take rigorous courses.
 Build capacity by providing leadership opportunities and embedding professional
development.
 Use resources efficiently and effectively.
 Establish benchmarks and targets.
Committee Purpose:
This committee will work to determine key concepts and standards, suggested activities and
instructional strategies, development of common assessments, and identification of instructional
materials needed for adoption for each of the core mathematics courses.

Expected Committee Outcomes:
The committee will have the following outcomes:
 Receive in-service on research, best practice, and current trends in mathematics;
 Determine which concepts/standards are essential for mastery in each course;
 Identify suggested activities and instructional strategies to address essential skills;
 Develop course outlines that demonstrate 7-12 vertical articulation;
 Review instructional materials to determine which materials are needed for adoption;
 Write and present proposal to Instructional Council.
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Committee Configuration:
General Committee:
Each member will serve on a subcommittee which will focus on a specific course.
Members will be expected to share the committee’s work with their school teams and provide
their feedback to the committee. There will be a total of 40 committee members selected with
representation from each middle and high school and the groups below.











Middle School Administrator (1)
High School Administrators (6)
Special education teachers (4)
General education teachers (8 middle school, 10 high school)
CTE teachers (2)
English Language Learners teachers (4)
Gifted/SWAS teachers (2)
District Administration
RTI representative (1)
Elementary representative (1)

Steering Committee:
The steering committee will be comprised of representatives from each school and each
subcommittee. The purpose of the steering committee will be to review the work of the
subcommittees and provide feedback before general committee meetings to ensure course
articulation and alignment to the standards.
Length of Committee Term:
This will be a two-phase process.
Year 1 focus: curriculum writing
Year 2 focus: materials adoption
General Committee will meet twice a month beginning in January. We tentatively have seven
meetings planned. The committee will meet from 8:30-2:45 at a location to be named.
Steering Committee meetings days and times will be determined at a later date.
Application:
Applications may be made electronically via the form attached to this notice and emailed to
mathematics@u-46.org. The application deadline will be December 1, 2009. Candidates will
be notified of their acceptance by December 19, 2009.
If applicants have further questions, they may contact Jennifer McDonnell, Math and Science
Coordinator.
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Committee Participation Interest Form
Thank you for your willingness to participate on a U-46 district-wide committee. To help ensure
the most effective and representative committee composition, we ask that you complete the
following application and email it to mathematics@u-46.org.

Committee Name:___________________________ Application Date:______________
Name:__________________________________________________________________
Current assignment:____________________________________ Years with U-46:____
Prior assignment(s), if any:____________________________ Years of experience:____
Please mark your 1st, 2nd, and 3rd choice for subcommittee participation:
PreAlgebra 1/2_____ Algebra 1-2/3-4______ Geometry______ PreCalc/Finite_____

Please share any training, academic preparation or work experience that make you uniquely
qualified to do the work of the committee.

Please share any additional information that you believe would be helpful in securing a position
on the committee.
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Appendix C
Sample of Committee Structure
for
Secondary
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Appendix C
Committee Structure
Secondary Math
General Committee:
Each member will serve on a subcommittee which will focus on a specific course.
Members will be expected to share the committee’s work with their school teams and provide their feedback to the committee. There will be a total
of 40 committee members selected with representation from each middle and high school and the groups below.
Middle School Administrator (1)
High School Administrators (6)
Special education teachers (4)
General education teachers (8 middle school, 10 high school)
CTE teachers (2)
English Language Learners teachers (4)
Gifted/SWAS teachers (2)
District Administration
RTI representative (1)
Elementary representative (1)
Steering Committee:
The committee will review the work of the subcommittees and provide feedback before general committee meetings to ensure course articulation
and alignment to the standards.
Steering Committee for
Secondary Math
The steering committee will be comprised of
representatives from each school and each
subcommittee.

Subcommittee
Pre-Algebra 1
and 2

Subcommittee

Subcommittee

Algebra 1-2 and
Algebra 3-4

Geometry

Subcommittee
Pre-Calculus
and Finite
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Appendix D
Sample of Committee Structure
for
Elementary Grades
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Appendix D
Committee Structure
Sample for Elementary Math
General Committee:
Each member will serve on a subcommittee which will focus on a specific course.
Members will be expected to share the committee’s work with their school teams and provide their feedback to the committee. There
will be a total of __ committee members selected with representation from each elementary school and the groups below.

Steering Committee:
The committee will review the work of the subcommittees and provide feedback before general committee meetings to ensure course
articulation and alignment to the standards.
Steering Committee for
Elementary Math
The steering committee will be comprised of
representatives from each cluster, bilingual, special
education, and middle school

Subcommittee

Subcommittee

Subcommittee

Subcommittee

Grades K

Grades 1-2

Grades 3-4

Grades 5-6
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Appendix E
Sample Curriculum Template
for
Elementary Curriculum
Sample U-46
Elementary Curriculum Template
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Sample U-46
Elementary Curriculum Template

Subject Name
Enduring Understandings:
Essential Questions:
Content Standards

Essential Skills

Assessment

What students can do

Evidence of student learning
 Formative
 Summative

(Common Core, ILS, IELPS,
CRS, WORKKEYS)

What students need to
know

Student Learning Experiences
(Teaching and Learning)

Trimester
Taught

Instructional
Resources

Suggested Activities
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U-46 Curriculum Template
Guide for Curriculum Writing Committee

Subject Name
(Cycle Stage 1)
Enduring Understandings:
 Are the targeted understandings ENDURING, based on transferable BIG IDEAS?
 Do they provoke deep thought and transfer to other content areas and life?
Essential Questions:
 Are the essential questions likely to generate inquiry around the central ideas (open ended)?
Content Standards
Essential Skills
Assessment
(Common Core, ILS, IELPS,
Evidence of student learning
CRS, WORKKEYS)
 Formative
What students can do
 Summative
What students need to
(Cycle Stage 1)
(Cycle Stage 2)
know
 (Stage 1) Are the
specific content
standards and
curriculum expectations
identified?
What do we expect
students to know?

Are the appropriate grade
level/proficiency benchmarks
identified?

 Do the performance tasks
show us what students
KNOW and CAN DO?
 Are the performance
assessments
developmentally designed
for different proficiency
levels and learning styles?
 Do students have
opportunities to self-monitor
their performance?
What tools will be used to
evaluate students’
performance?
(rubrics, projects, and
activities)

Student Learning Experiences
(Teaching and Learning)
Suggested Activities
(Cycle Stage 1-2)

Trimester
Taught

Instructional
Resources

(Cycle Stage 2)

 Do the students know the
learning goals, the reason for
learning content, and what is
expected of them?
 Is the data from the
assessment column used to
guide, modify and adapt
instruction? (i.e. mini-lessons
or reteach)
 Are the students engaged in
their learning through inquirybased problem solving and
experimentation?
 Do students have ample
opportunities to rethink,
rehearse, revise, and refine
their work based on timely
feedback?
 Do students have the
opportunity to evaluate their
work, reflect on learning and
set goals?
 Is the learning experience
organized and sequenced to
maximize engagement and
effectiveness?
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Appendix F
Sample Templates
for
Secondary Curriculum
 American History
 Senior English
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#1 Content Title:
Estimated Number of Days: _________
Essential Question(s):
(Essential question should be overarching. It should be one that does not have a right or wrong answer. It is the big idea. )
Concept/ Topic:
Questions
Why
Connections to Past
Vocabulary
Essential Skills: (What you
Essential vocabulary that
and parallels to
(State Standard)
want students to be able to do as a result of

with this content.)
This
page contains1. aHow
sample
of the1.content
for several
ofpresent
the columns to indicate
whatinteracting
the content
would be.
today
1. States Rights vs.
did the land,
There are still
1. Federalism/
students can relate to/use

Federal
Authority
(14.A)

gained from the
Mexican
American War
increase
sectional
tensions?

tensions
between state
and federal
authority.

nullification;
Current debate
over abortion
limits/ gay
marriage.

(bullet represents U-46
academic vocabulary)



Analyze a primary source
document.
(ACT – Identify
Main Idea)

Examples of Primary
Documents:

To see completed template visit Curriculum Center web site (www.u-46.org/curriculum )
24
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To see completed template visit Curriculum Center web site (www.u-46.org/curriculum )
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Appendix G
Tentative Budget
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Budget Template
Content Area Name
Materials and Technology Budget
Year

Description

Cost

Total
Cost

Yearly
Total

Subtotal
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Appendix H
Sample Needs Assessment Survey
(Adapt for content area)
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32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40
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Appendix I
Resource Selection Rubric
(Sample based on Needs Assessment
Survey)
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Resource Selection Rubric Sample
Course Title
Department
Level
Middle School
Resource Recommended (Title)
(Author)
(Publisher)
(Edition and Copyright)
(Reading Level)
Circle One:
Resource Book
Classroom Set
Accompanying Resources
Complete the following assessment of the material selected:
Content
3
2
Curriculum Match
Addresses U-46 CTE
Partially addresses Urubric standards
46 CTE rubric
standards
Course Outcomes
Addresses outcomes
Partially addresses
Match
outcomes
Relevancy
Content relevant and Content relevant but
up-to-date
not as current
Project-based, real
Projects and
Projects and
world applications
applications actively
applications
engage student
somewhat engage
student
Reinforces Common
Provides applications Provides applications
Core Standards in
that engage students
that somewhat
Math, Reading and
engage students
Writing (LA), Science
Provides meaningful Provides connections Provides connections
connections to
that engage students
that somewhat
academic content
engage students
areas and certification
standards
Equity and
3
2
Accessibility
Free from Bias
No evidence of
Little evidence of
cultural, ethnic, and
cultural, ethnic, and
gender bias
gender bias
Rigorous leveled
Evidence of rigorous
Little evidence of
resources support all
resources
rigorous resources
learners

High School

1
Inadequately
addresses U-46 CTE
rubric standards
Somewhat addresses
outcomes
Lacks relevancy and
not up-to-date
Projects and
applications not likely
to engage student
Does not provide
enough
reinforcement
material
Does not provide
enough connection
and/or certification
material
1
Evidence of cultural,
ethnic, and/or gender
bias
No evidence of
rigorous resources
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Learning styles

Organization and
Presentation
Logically developed
and organized
Readability

Supports a variety of
teaching and learning
styles
3

Generally supports a
variety of teaching
and learning styles
2

Lacks support of
varied teaching and
learning styles
1

Logical progression
develops conceptual
understanding
Readability of
materials appropriate
for age, grade, and
maturity
Introduced and
reinforced

Lacks logical
progression for
concept development
Readability of
materials somewhat
appropriate for age,
grade, and maturity
Introduced

Presentation prevents
concept development

Readability of
materials
inappropriate for age,
grade, maturity
Vocabulary
Lacks sufficient
introduction of
vocabulary
Graphics and
Graphics, illustrations, Graphics, illustrations, Graphics, illustrations,
Illustrations
charts, etc.,
charts, etc.,
charts, etc., lack
encourage critical
somewhat encourage
ability to encourage
thinking, connect to
critical thinking,
critical thinking,
content, and clarify
connect to content,
connect to content,
and clarify
and/or clarify
Layout
Index, table of
Index, table of
Index, table of
contents, glossary
contents, glossary
contents, glossary
complete and easy to somewhat complete
incomplete and/or
use
and easy to use
hard to use
Assessment
3
2
1
Questioning
Includes a variety of
Includes some
Includes only
Strategies
questions that require questions that require questions that require
open-ended response open-ended response
recitation and
and application and
and application and
memorization
transfer
transfer
Formative/summative Requires students to
Provides some
Insufficient
and diagnostic
represent, model, and
opportunity for
opportunities for
reflect in a variety of students to represent, student to represent,
forms
model, and reflect in
model, and reflect
a variety of forms
Instructional Design
3
2
1
and Support
Instructional
Embedded resources Embedded resources
Little support for
Resources
support differentiated occasionally support
differentiated
learning
differentiated
learning and
learning
instruction
Technology
Requires students to Provides projects that
Little use of
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Teacher Support

Timeliness

use technology
Includes additional
resources to meet
specific learning
needs
Provides continual
update of content
information and
activities

use technology
Provides some
resources for meeting
specific learning
needs
Provides content
update and
information when
requested

technology
Additional resources
not included

Does not provide for
content or activity
update

Additional Comments:___________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix J
Proof of Concept
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Proof of Concept Model of Concept Model
The Beaird Group was brought in to design and coordinate the CTE Proof
of Concept. The following 4-part approach was used for this project.

Proof of Concept Approach
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Appendix K
Technology Needs
Chart
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Curriculum Cycle

DEPARTMENT : \
DEPARTMENT CONTACT:

Technology Needs

Project: Technology Adoption for
Information Services Liaison assigned by Craig William

Items to Consider:

Account String or
Funding Source

School

School
Contact Person

Room #

Order
Date

Actual
Delivery
Date

Projected
Installation
Date

Actual
Installation
Date

Hardware Necessary:
Informational Services
Contact:
Vendor Contact:
Infrastructure Work:
(Wiring, physical space
considerations, building code,
etc.)

Informational Services
Contact:
Network Adaption:
Informational Services
Contact:
Software for Project:
Informational Services
Contact:
Vendor Contact:
Sustainability Plan:
(Funding for maintenance,
replacement of equipment,
resources and accessories)
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Appendix L
Curriculum Cycle Checklist/Flowchart
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U-46 Curriculum Cycle
Procedures/Processes

Planning for the Curriculum Committee
The curriculum cycle is made up of six stages. Planning begins with the content area coordinator or
director. Preparation for curriculum development is done before the first stage is begun. Because
professional development is so important to the success of the process, decisions about how and when
this will take place, along with participants, are determined before the work begins.
Planning includes:



Update the Superintendent, the Curriculum and Instruction coordinators and directors
(C&I), and the Citizens’ Advisory Council (through curriculum liaison) on curriculum plan as
appropriate.
Meet with Director of Curriculum and Instruction to determine projected budget for
curriculum development and implementation.
o Factor in consultant, committee resources, technology, stipends, and
resources/materials. (Ballpark budget for professional development, technology
and resources since you will not know all details yet.)



Determine person(s) to facilitate process with committees, meet with them to develop an
overall plan from curriculum development through implementation.



Specific planning of professional development for those selected to serve on the writing committee

should include: a review of current research, best practices, state standards, Common Core
State Standards, English Language Proficiency Standards, and curriculum design and
college/workplace readiness standards.
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Stage 1

Convene a Writing Committee

Coordinator or Director:
Complete a “Call to Committee” form and publicized by posting the form online, sending to
principals and divisionals to share with staff, and by email. (Appendix A)
Ensure representation on the committee includes: all schools that will be using the curriculum,
special education, ELL and gifted to guarantee a broad perspective.


Applications are reviewed and subgroups are formed based on predetermined criteria for
committee make-up (Appendix B - example of a completed Call to Committee form).

Form steering committee to oversee the curriculum process. This committee is comprised of
member(s) from each subcommittee with other membership determined by the
coordinator/director. Their role is to ensure alignment, articulation, and a common language across
the courses and grade levels. Curriculum committee tasks include:
 Evaluate the current curriculum identifying strengths and weaknesses, and determine “essential
skills/concepts” or topics that must be covered in a specific course.
 Base work on current research, standards, student data, teacher feedback, additional relevant
materials and teacher/principal expertise.

Development
Use common U-46 template components as the basis of their work, the committee develops a
curriculum that is aligned along grade levels and articulated across content areas (Appendix E –
elementary template and Appendix F – samples from other content areas)

Instructional Council
Provide an informational presentation to Instructional Council at the beginning of the process. Seek
input and a suggestion as the curriculum evolves.

Superintendent
The Superintendent is informed at the beginning of the process.

Budget Allocation Confirmation
Meet with appropriate Assistant Superintendent, Director of Curriculum and Instruction, and
Financial Operations Director to determine budget for materials/resources, professional
development. Director of Information Services should also be involved in the process to advise on
possible technology infrastructure concerns. (see appendix G) This should occur by February in
order to meet budgeting timelines.
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Stage 2

Curriculum and Assessment Development

Assessment Development
Develop common assessments based on standards and aligned with the curriculum.



At the elementary level it may not be possible to have every school represented on the committee, but a plan should
be in place to allow feedback from every school.
It is preferable to have those involved in writing the curriculum participate in the assessment process, if possible. They
have had the professional development and already have a clear understanding of the curriculum.

Resource Adoption
Use the developed curriculum to select materials which ensures that goals and objectives will drive
instruction. When educators know what the curriculum involves, and it is aligned with district goals
they can confidently select materials that will support their work.
Representatives from Purchasing and Information Services should also be involved to answer
questions on equipment pertinent to subject area.
Research possible providers (Are resources compatible with U-46 curriculum? Are there Spanish
language resources available? When was the last revision? Can our existing technology support it? If
not what is needed, etc.)
Collect sample of resources from selected providers. Assistant Buyer for Textbooks should be
involved to interact and discuss pricing with providers. Information Services will provide a liaison to
advise and support the material selection process.
Meet with committee members to review materials to determine what best aligns with new
curriculum, best meets students’ needs, and present the choices for instructional staff to review.
This process can be done in a number of ways. For example:





Teachers review material at their schools with the committee representative.
Teachers review material at a “hub” school in their area.
Teachers respond through a survey, directly to their representative, or the committee.

Develop a Proof of Concept, working with IS liaison, if technology is a part of the resources you have
selected to adopt. This will ensure the technology will meet the requirements of the resources/materials
(notepads, smart boards, laptops, email access, etc.) and function consistently in a way that will support
student learning.
Developing professional development plan
Consider the following when developing a professional development plan:






Who will be the provider/facilitator
Who is the audience
What is the budget
What is the timeline for implementation
Principals/divisionals attend professional development sessions so they understand curricular expectations and can
guide their work with teachers.
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Present finalized proposal to Cabinet (one month prior to submission to Instructional Council Steering Committee), after review
submit to Instructional Council Steering Committee. If Steering Committee approves proposal will be scheduled on the
Instructional Council Agenda.
Present finalized proposal to Instructional Council (the Superintendent is updated throughout the process) . If Instructional
Council approves, they move to advise the Superintendent.
Superintendent receives proposal if appropriate moves to put proposal on BOE agenda.

Board approves proposal.
Curriculum developed by the committee is shared with principals and with all grade level or content area teachers.
This can be done in several ways:
If all schools are represented, committee members meet with the teachers at their school and share the
new curriculum.
Presentations or forums can be held at “hub” schools with educators from area schools invited to attend.
Materials purchase process:
Coordinator works with Assistant Buyer to order non-technology based curriculum materials.
Completion of the Technology Needs Chart for timeline/tracking by the coordinator with the budget number,
coordinator, department, project, location for installation and contact person in each school.
IS will use the chart to keep the coordinator advised on when materials are ordered, arrive and installed at
each site.
Chart will be located online in a shared drive.
Process will be an efficient way to keep everyone accountable and ensure materials are ready for the
teachers. (Appendix K)
Professional Development Plan
Implementation of plan outlined in the proposal begins.

Stage 3

Monitor Curriculum and Assessment

Monitor curriculum to ensure if it is being implemented with integrity and measure impact on student learning. This
can be done through:




Reviewing student data.
Informal/formal walk-throughs.
Formative and summative assessments.

Monitor common assessment to ensure it provides necessary information on what is being taught and what students
are learning.

Review student data to see if there are areas that need to be addressed.

If there is a question that is missed by a number of students find out why. Is it the question?

Does the teacher need more support in teaching the concept?

Do students need more background information or other activity to successfully learn?

Make necessary changes to assessment.
Conduct school visits and classroom. Visits determine the progress of curriculum implementation. Based on need,
instructional staff continues to receive support on the use of new resources, frameworks, and initiatives to maximize
benefits.
Feedback on the new curriculum should be collected by the director/coordinator and reviewed.
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Stage 4

Full implementation and evaluation

Monitor curriculum and resources.
 Review student data. Are students successfully learning?
 Does the curriculum need to be changed in any way to improve instruction?

Stage 5

Stage 6

Sustain

Review, Evaluate, and prepare to Revise (Planning part of Stage 1)
Continue to monitor the curriculum to determine if it is still meeting the needs of students.

Stage 6 Review, Evaluate, and Prepare to Revise
Planning part before Stage 1
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